All about the Planets
MERCURY
-It is the 1st planet from the Sun and is about 36 million
miles away from it.
-One day on Mercury takes about 59 Earth days.
-It is the smallest planet in our solar system and is a rocky planet
that has a solid, cratered surface that looks like Earth’s Moon.
-It does NOT have a moon
-Mercury is a fast planet, zipping around the Sun every 88 Earth
days.
-While it is the closet planet to the sun it is NOT the hottest!
VENUS
-2nd Planet from the Sun
-Similar size and structure of Earth
-Venus spins slowly in the opposite direction of most

planets
-Has thick atmosphere that traps heat, like a greenhouse. Trapping
this heat makes it the hottest planet in our Solar System.
-Venus is covered with high volcanic mountains
-It has NO Moons and NO Rings
-Many scientists believed water once existed on the surface
EARTH
-3rd Planet from the Sun
-It is about 93 million miles away from the Sun
-It takes about 8 minutes for light from the Sun to reach
our planet.
-Earth’s atmosphere is 78% Nitrogen, 21% Oxygen, and 1% other ingredients—making the perfect balance to breathe and live.
-Earth has 1 Moon and NO Rings
-The name Earth is at least 1,000 years old. All the planets were
named after the Greek Gods and Goddesses. The name Earth, is a
Germanic word, which simply means “The Ground.”

MARS
-Is the 4th planet from the Sun
-Mars has polar ice caps, canyons, volcanoes, and seasons.
-Its about 142 million miles away from the Sun.
-Mars has 2 Moons, named Phobos and Deimos.
-It has NO Rings.
-There is evidence of ancient floods on mars, but now water mostly
exist in icy dirt and thin clouds.
-Mars is known as the Red Planet because iron materials in the
Martian soil oxidize, or rust, causing the soil and atmosphere to
look red.
JUPITER
-Is the 5th planet from the Sun.
-Eleven Earths could fit across Jupiter’s equator! It is the
biggest planet in our Solar System.
-Jupiter orbits about 484 million miles from the Sun.
-It rotates once about every 10 hours, but takes about 12 Earth
years to complete one orbit of the Sun.
-Its atmosphere is made up mostly of Hydrogen and Helium.
-It has more than 75 Moons! It has Rings, although they are hard to
see.
-Jupiter has a Great Red Spot; it is a huge storm that’s about twice
the size of Earth and has been raging for over a century!
SATURN
-The 6th Planet from the Sun and is the 2nd largest planet.
-It has Rings! They are made of chunks of ice and rock.
-Saturn orbits the Sun at about 886 million miles away.
-It is a gas giant planet therefore it does not have a solid surface
like Earth, but it may have a solid core somewhere in there.
-It has 53 known moons, with 29 Moons awaiting confirmation of
their discovery. That’s a total of 82 Moons!
-It has 7 Rings with several gaps and divisions between them.

URANUS
-Is the 7th planet from the Sun and about 1.8 billion miles
away from it.
-It is an Ice Giant!
-It has 27 known Moons and they are named after characters from
the works of William Shakespeare and Alexander Pope.
-Uranus has 13 known Rings! Its inner rings are narrow and dark,
while its outer rings are brightly colored.
-It rotates East to West but rotates on its side.
-Its sideways rotation makes for weird seasons; the planet’s north
pole experiences 21 years of nighttime in Winter and 21 years of
daytime in Summer.
-The methane that the planet produces makes it blue.

NEPTUNE
-Is the 8th planet from the Sun and is about 2.8 billion
miles away.
-It is dark, cold, and has supersonic winds.
-It’s the only planet in our solar system not visible to the
naked eye.
-It is an Ice Giant! Mostly made of dense fluid of “icy” materials;
water, methane and ammonia.
-It has 14 known Moons which are named after sea gods and
nymphs in Greek Mythology.
-It has at least 5 Main Rings and 4 Ring Arcs; these are clumps of
dust and debris likely formed by the gravity of the nearby moon.

Information obtained from: nasa.gov

Mnemonics & Order of the Planets!
A mnemonic, or memory tool, is a learning technique that aids a person in retaining
information. Mnemonics can be pictures or patterns of letters and numbers. Below is
an example of a mnemonic. Create your own mnemonics to help you remember the order of the planets!
Planet Picture

Planet Name

Mnemonic #1

M ____________

MY

V ___________

VERY

E ____________

EXCITED

M ___________

MOTHER

J ____________

JUST

S ____________

SERVED

U ___________

US

N ___________

NACHOS

Mnemonic #2

Mnemonic #3

Create Your Planet!
Cut out the circle below. Then draw/color/decorate/etc. to create
your planet!

Instructions for Building your Solar System Mobile
Materials
Solar System Print Out
Scissors
Glue Stick/Glue
Pencil
Fishing Line
1 piece of Yarn
1 sheet Cardstock Paper

Instructions
Step 1: Cut out all the images; sun/planets/night sky. Note: you should have 4 copies
of each planet and of the sun.

Step 2: Once you have cut out the images you need to fold all 4 copies of the images
in half. When folding you should NOT see the planet, only the blank white side. Make
sure you are folding the planets in the same direction (don’t want one side of your
planet upside down compared to the other).

Step 3: After folding the images in half (do one planet at a time) take your glue and
apply it to one side of the folded image. Take 2nd folded picture and press to sticky
side of the 1st folded picture. Apply another layer of glue to the 2nd picture. Continue
to do this until all 4 images are glued together, one on top of the other. Essentially,
your building up layers of the picture. You will do this to all the planets and the sun.

Solar System Mobile Instructions Continued...

Step 4: After all the same copies of the picture are glued together, open one side
making sure it is lying flat. Apply another layer of glue to both sides. Take one
strand of fishing line and place it onto the sticky side of the picture. Fold the pieces together making sure that the string is inside and won’t escape. Next fan out
the picture. You should have a 3D planet attached to the line.

Step 5: Next, place the cut-out night sky circle on top of the cardstock paper. Using a pencil, trace the circle onto the cardstock paper. Cut out the cardstock circle
you traced. Using a pencil poke a hole through the middle of the cardstock circle.
Take the piece of yarn and make a loop through the center hole and knot it so it
can’t slip through; you can use a piece of tape to make sure the knot won’t slide.
The loop will allow you to hang up the Solar System Mobile.

Step 6: Looking at the night sky image you will see white circles. Use a pencil to
poke through the circles to make small holes on the image.

Solar System Mobile Instructions Continued...

Step 7: On the Night Sky find the center circle. The sun’s fishing line should go
through the center hole. Use tape to attach the sun to the paper. Note: the sun
should be located close to the night sky (top of the mobile). You don’t want your
sun below the planets. Cut off any excess line you may have.
Step 8: Now you can start stringing the planets around the sun. Make sure to put
the planets in order! (M.V.E.M.J.S.U.N.) Attach the planets to the night sky with
tape after you have threaded the fishing line through the hole.
Step 9: Using glue or tape attach the cardstock circle on top of the night sky. Make
sure the two pieces stick together otherwise your mobile will fall apart.
Viola! A Solar System Mobile!
Visit our Facebook Page or Website (Friday) for an instructional video on the planets and some tips and tricks for creating the Solar System Mobile.
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Planet Sun Catcher Instructions
Materials:
2 Sheets - Black Construction Paper
2 Sheets – Contact Paper
Pencil
Scissors
Tissue Paper – various colors
Instructions
Step 1: First cut out the holes in the black construction paper. Find a round object, a
container lid/bowl/etc. Stack the 2 pieces of construction paper on top of one another. Using your round object, trace it onto the black construction paper.

Step 2: Cut out the inside of the circles. Make sure to keep the black construction
paper together so the circles will match up.

Step 3: Take your first sheet of contact paper and apply it onto one of the black construction papers. Press the contact paper to the edges of the black construction paper. TIP: make sure not to press the contact paper where the circle is, otherwise,
you’ll be sticking the contact paper to your table!
After the contact paper has been pressed to the outer edges of the black construction paper, flip it over where the sticky side is facing you.

Step 4: Cut up the tissue paper into squares, (size is up to you). Then start applying
the tissue squares onto the sticky side of the contact paper. You can make a design
or simply mix the colors! It’s up to you!

Planet Sun Catcher Instructions Continued...

Step 5: Take the second sheet of black construction paper and the second sheet
of contact paper and repeat step 3.

Step 6: Place the empty circle (without the tissue paper) onto the circle with
your planet’s design. Make sure to line up the circles so there will be no overlap.

Step 7: Rub out any wrinkles!
Step 8: Trim off the excess black construction paper and the contact paper if
you want OR decorate it with some stickers!

Stick your planet in a window to catch some light!

